Swingo 200

+

Compact sweeper

www.aebi-schmidt.com

Why choose a Swingo 200+?
Why settle for less?
The Swingo 200+ is more than just a solution; It’s your perfect partner for daily
city cleaning, on pavements, on cycle paths, on industrial estates or in car
parks. A range of optional attachments allows it to do even more, including
snow clearance, gritting, gutter clearance, pressure washing and weed-killing. All of this comes with low product life-cycle costs, high-quality parts and
innovative technology which makes for a unique combination of sustainability
and efficiency. Why settle for less?

Vehicle technology
• Efficient, low-noise Euro6c or EuroMot 5 4-cylinder diesel engine
• Hydrostatic automatic transmission
• Front-wheel or 4-wheel steering with extremely tight turning circle
• High maximum driving speed up to 50 km/h (31 mph)
• Large 15" wheels
• Hydraulic dual-circuit brake system with disc brakes on front and rear axles

Clean, environmentally-friendly technology
• Euro 6c diesel engine
• 4-Star PM-10 and PM-2.5 gold-standard
certification
• Koanda air circulation system:
Virtually zero particulate emissions
• Dedicated fresh water supply to plate
brushes and suction shaft
• Pressurised water recirculation system saves
resources by recovering used water
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Modular design
• Choose between the 2 or 3-brush system
• Driving speed 25 / 40 / 45 / 50 km/h
(15 / 25 / 28 / 31 mph)
• Choose between plastic, steel or
mixed material brushes
• Optional winter attachments:
Snowplough (e.g. type EN17), Removable
roller brushes

Ergonomics & comfort
• Soundproof driver’s cabin with optimum
field of vision ensures safe operation in
road traffic
• Excellent view of sweeping unit and
suction nozzle for easy inspection
• Light steering
• Minimal pedal resistance
• Ergonomic driver’s seat
• Height and angle-adjustable steering
column
• All controls within easy reach
• Air conditioning
• Auto Drive lever

Blue: Water
Purple: Water for water circuit
Green: Air circulation/clean exhaust

Quality
• Comprehensive corrosion protection
• High-quality parts from leading manufacturers
• High reliability
• Economical to run
• Low wear and tear
• Low depreciation
• hopper and suction fan made of
seawater-resistant aluminum

Sweeper technology
Choose between the 2 or 3-brush system
• 2-brush system: Brush diameter 850 mm (33.5")
• 3-brush system: Brush diameter 800 mm (31.5")
• Easy-to-use controls in the driver’s door for both
simultaneous and independent plate brush control
• Suction nozzle on castors
• Automatic sweeping level adjustment
for 2-brush system
• Fully adjustable brush revolution speed,
blades and contact pressure
• Dual-level sweeping
• Suitable for heavy-duty weed clearance
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High performance makes it
the first choice for customers
We’re not satisfied until you are. This means we have high expectations, and
demand levels of quality, functionality and innovation to match. The Swingo
200+ has become a byword for safety, reliability, efficiency and durability
among customers in 40 countries worldwide. We are proud of this reputation
and the success of our product, which has seen us sell more than 6000 machines worldwide. Why not try one for yourself?

Benefit from:
• High-quality protection against corrosion (fully galvanised vehicle frame,
suction nozzle and key steel parts; dirt container made from sea-water
resistant aluminium)
• High-quality parts from leading manufacturers
• Large active radius, excellent debris collection (system capacity
2 m³ [6.5 cub. ft]) and up to 5 t maximum laden weight
• Innovative technology including Koanda system, making
this the cleanest compact sweeper on the market
• High reliability and durability
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Why choose a Swingo 200+?
Great comfort with a fantastic view
The Swingo 200+ is designed to meet the highest standards of
user comfort and ergonomics. A generous cabin equipped with
high-quality sound and vibration proofing (72 dB(A)) creates a
pleasant working environment which encourages high levels of
concentration.
Excellent ventilation ensures that: Fresh air is filtered and
sucked in at the back of the cabin. The cabin air filter is equipped
with a pollen filter. The high-performance air conditioning system
(fitted as standard) provides cool, comfortable working conditions
even in high outside temperatures. All controls are ergonomically
positioned around the driver. The ergonomic positioning of the
accelerator and brake reduces strain on the driver, as do the cruise
control function and the steering column, which is fully adjustable
for both height and angle.

Driving and sweeping at your fingertips – it doesn’t get more
comfortable than this! The sweeping unit is operated using joysticks
and buttons on the control console in the driver’s door. The Auto
Drive feature allows all sweeping functions and driving operations
to be controlled using the ergonomic multi-function drive lever. The
system is unique in its class and puts everything you need for driving
and sweeping at your fingertips; it all adds up to better safety, more
comfort and stress-free working.

Benefit from:
• Excellent field of vision thanks to cabin floor-roof level
front windscreen
• Observation window in floor of driver’s cabin allows a
clear view of the suction shaft and plate brushes below
• Large driver’s cabin with air conditioning and full-sized
passenger seat
• Unbeatable ease of use

• Getting in and out is quick and easy thanks to the new
Schmidt steering column with its unique ergonomic and
fully-adjustable design
• A slim steering column with a minimum of controls and a
large wing mirror, giving the driver the perfect view of the
operating environment and surroundings
• An individually adjustable and ergonomic sprung driver’s
seat for maximum comfort
• Cruise control
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The hydro-pneumatic chassis suspension is unique in the class and provides the
highest levels of driver comfort. The suspension package is tailor-made for the machine
and ensures safe and comfortable driving,
just like in a car. Alternatively, a mechanical
suspension system is also available, offering
the perfect combination of driving comfort, robustness and low maintenance requirements.
Thanks to its selectable all-wheel steering,
the Swingo 200+ is astonishingly manoeuvrable and has an extremely tight turning circle.
The all-wheel steering system is monitored by
steering angle sensors, allowing the safe and
user-friendly system to self-centre.
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A height-adjustable chassis (optional)
makes it easier to negotiate covered car parks
and low entrances. The chassis can be lowered around 70 mm (2.75") at the touch of a
button. The system levels the chassis automatically.
The Swingo 200+ is equipped with a hydraulic dual-circuit brake system incorporating front and rear brakes. The 15" wheels,
with their high load capacity and wide contact
patch, ensure improved safety in any conditions, combined with low contact pressures.
The machine can also be fitted with 17.5"
wheels and tyres, which increase the maximum laden weight to 5 metric tonnes (+500
kg [1100 lbs]).

The choice is yours:
2 or 3-brush systems available

Choose one of two independent sweeping systems: the
pushed 2-brush system or the pulled 3-brush system:
With its individually controllable plate brushes, the 2-brush system guarantees total flexibility in any sweeping conditions. Two
stable brush arms with built-in impact protection allow sweeping
widths of up to 2,900 mm (114.1"). The standard specification
allows the driver to control contact pressure hydraulically from the
cabin by turning a knob. Independent brush control is also available as an option (up/down, left/right/, contact pressure control)
for excellent cleaning with minimal wear and tear. The brush angle
tracks the road automatically, meaning that the brush always
returns to its starting position even when the road surface changes. A heavy-duty weed clearance specification is also available,
including more options for hydraulically adjusting the brush angle.

2-brush system suction shafts:
• Standard suction shaft with manual hydraulic dirt flap or
• HS suction shaft, combining the benefits of a built-in dirt
flap with excellent airflow. High suction performance even
at low revs. Save up to 15% on running costs.
The 3-brush system with its fully moveable front brush arm is
highly versatile and offers a sweeping width of up to 2,600 mm
(98.4"). The front brush can be aligned left-right, and the machine
is also capable of dual-level sweeping and heavy-duty weed clearance work. All front brush functions, including the brush contact
pressure, are controlled hydraulically. The brush unit underneath
the cabin ensures optimum delivery of debris to the suction shaft; it
remains under cover at all times. The side brushes can also be fitted

with a hydraulic extension mechanism which allows their angle to be
adjusted. This means they can be adjusted for maximum sweeping
performance on any surface.
3-brush suction shaft:
• Airflow-optimised suction shaft, no separate dirt flap. Large
objects can be easily sucked into the system from the
brushes by simply tilting the shaft.

Benefit from:
•
•
•
•

Powerful suction even at low revs
High working speed
Fully adjustable fan speed
Energy-efficient design of the suction fan
(uses less fuel and is effective even at low fan speeds)
• Rear suction shaft (impact-protected thanks to its mounting position).
The spherical joint allows it to move in all directions and adjust perfectly
to the ground below, leading to guaranteed consistent suction performance
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Clean performance

Reduce particulate emissions by up to 70%
The unique Koanda air circulation system and the pressurised water
recirculation system combine to reduce harmful particulate emissions
by up to 70%. The bulk of the polluted air remains in the suction system and
is funnelled back to the suction nozzle. The remainder is passed through a
fine-pored filter for cleaning. Used water moves back into the water system
through the waste water pump and can be re-used. This makes the most of
the tank capacity as well as saving water. Debris swept into the machine is
both humidified and compressed. The electric water pump supplies the spray
jets on the plate brushes. The amount of water reaching the brushes can be
easily controlled from the cabin.
The leaf screen made of stainless steel allows almost a 100% filling of the hopper.

Pressurised water
recirculation system
Large volumes of water in the suction system
ensure safe debris entry and minimise wear.
Optimum water recovery guarantees:
• Compacted and watertight debris
• Efficient use of resources
• Optimal use of available
container capacity
• 3,3m² screening area inside the hopper

The unique Koanda air
circulation system
• V
 irtually eliminates particulate emissions
• Reduces noise significantly
• Stands out thanks to its low water
consumption
• Allows sweeping even when the outside
temperature falls below zero
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The Swingo 200+ is equipped with highly efficient turbo diesel engines.
The basic version features a powerful EuroMot 3B engine with
55 kW (75 HP), which meets all statutory requirements and
offers a high torque. This engine works WITHOUT additional
urea injection (AdBlue).
The advanced Euro6c engine with 62 kW (84 PS) is available as an alternative, featuring the most state-of-the-art
exhaust gas purification system with diesel oxidation
catalytic converter, a closed particulate filter system
as well as urea injection (AdBlue) and SCR system. With
minimum toxic emission levels, the Swingo 200+ fully meets
the Euro6c standard. Moreover, it stays far below the legally
permitted maximum levels.

The compact integration of the 4-cylinder Euro6c engine with
constant wheelbase is unique in this machine category compared to previous versions.
The Euro6c engine incl. AdBlue tank is perfectly integrated
in the chassis, enabling the Swingo to maintain its optimum
steerability and manoeuvrability.
The combination with the powerful hydrostatic drive permits
comfortable and economical driving and working. The hydrostatic drive driven by the rear axle is variable with automatically
load-sensing control (automotive driving).

The Swingo 200+ has been
awarded 4 Stars in the PM-10
test, and is also certified for
PM-2.5
The certificate is recognised as a mark of
quality across Europe. The four-star rating
in the PM-10 test shows the machine meets
the highest air quality standards, and is highly
effective at absorbing PM2.5.
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The Swingo range
Designed to meet every need
• Swingo 200+ 2 Brush
• Swingo 200+ 3 Brush
• Swingo 200+ SKR*
• eSwingo 200+ (100% electric)*
• CityJet 3030*
* separate brochure available
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Our options at a glance
• Reversing camera and
suction shaft camera
• Weed brushes
• Hand suction pipe
• High-pressure cleaner
• Noise suppression package
• Scrubbing deck
• Automatic central
lubrication system
• Winter attachments
• Koanda air circulation system

• Auto Drive
(drive lever control)
• Height-adjustable
chassis
• High-quality LED
lighting for full
illumination and
maximum safety
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Containers

Approx. system capacity

Swingo 200+, 3 Brushes

2 m³ (6.5 cub. ft.)

2 m³ (6.5 cub. ft.)

Tipping angle

55°

55°

Tipping height

1,400 mm (55.1")

1,400 mm (55.1")

VM R754 Euro6c with sealed particulate filter system,
Urea (AdBlue) injection and SCR cat. conv.

62 kW @ 2,300 rpm, 2,970 cm³ capacity, 4-cylinder,
270 Nm / 1,350 rpm

62 kW @ 2,300 rpm, 2,970 cm³ capacity, 4-cylinder,
270 Nm / 1,350 rpm

VM R754 EuroMot 5 particulate filter system

55 kW @ 2,300 rpm, 2,970 cm³ capacity, 4-cylinder,
310 Nm / 1,100 rpm

55 kW @ 2,300 rpm, 2,970 cm³ capacity, 4-cylinder,
310 Nm / 1,100 rpm

Drive system

Sweeping unit

Plate brush diameter / rpm approx.

Ø 850 mm (33.5"), max. 120 rpm

Ø 800 mm (33.5"), max. 100 rpm

Brush material

Steel, plastic, or mixed material

Steel, plastic, or mixed material

Sweeping width

1,400 – 2,900 mm (55.1-114.1")

up to 2,600 mm (102.4")

3,300 rpm

3,300 rpm

360 l (Euro 6c), 380 l (EuroMot 5)

360 l (Euro 6c), 380 l (EuroMot 5)

Max. fan rpm
Water system

Overall water capacity
Fresh water tank

190 l

190 l

3 bar / 11 l/min

3 bar / 11 l/min

25 / 40 / 45 / 50 km/h (15/ 25 / 28 / 31 mph)

25 / 40 / 45 / 50 km/h (15/ 25 / 28 / 31 mph)

12 km/h (7.5 mph)

12 km/h (7.5 mph)

Unladen weight Euro 6c

2,900 kg (11,023 lbs)

3,000 kg (11,023 lbs)

Unladen weight EuroMot 5

2,850 kg (11,023 lbs)

2,950 kg (11,023 lbs)

4,500 kg (9921 lbs), upgradable to 5,000 kg (11,023 lbs)

4,500 kg (9921 lbs), upgradable to 5,000 kg (11,023 lbs)

Length excl. brushes

4,040 mm (55.1")

4,030 mm (55.1")

Length incl. 2 or 3 brushes

4,580 mm (55.1")

5,030 mm (55.1")

Width excl. brushes

1,300 mm (55.1")

1,300 mm (55.1")

Height excl. EVL

1,990 mm (55.1")

1,990 mm (55.1")

Wheelbase

1,820 mm (55.1")

1,820 mm (55.1")

Track

1,053 mm (55.1")

1,053 mm (55.1")

Front axle steering angle

48°

48°

Rear axle steering angle

24°

24°

Kerb-to-kerb turning circle (2-wheel steering)

6,350 mm (55.1")

6,350 mm (55.1")

Wall-to-wall turning circle (2-wheel steering)

8,400 mm (55.1")

8,300 mm (55.1")

Kerb-to-kerb turning circle (4-wheel steering)

4,750 mm (55.1")

4,750 mm (55.1")

Wall-to-wall turning circle (4-wheel steering)

7,100 mm (55.1")

6,800 mm (55.1")

Water spray system
Speeds

Max. driving speeds
Max. sweeping speed
Weights

Maximum laden weight
Dimensions

Steering
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Swingo 200+, 2 Brushes

At home all over the world
Coventry, Bali and St. Blasien

“We are convinced that the Swingo 200+ is the best sweeper in the compact segment. Although we have
used various different sweepers over the years, the Swingo is still our favourite. The large container capacity and high suction performance make it ideal for our requirements. Schmidt is way ahead of its
rivals on customer service and support from the factory too.“
Richard Hopkins, idverde UK

“We have 25 km (15.5 miles) of footpaths spread over 120
hectares (296.5 acres) and welcome 1.7 million visitors a year.
That makes cleaning the Royal Botanic Gardens a full-time job.
We chose the Schmidt Swingo 200+ because it offers excellent value for money. We are particularly impressed with the
way it has been put together; very precisely, in typical German
style. The quality of the sweeping unit and the high suction
performance really set the Swingo apart from the competition. Our drivers quickly came to appreciate the high levels of
comfort in the cabin, the air conditioning and soundproofing,
the excellent field of view and the fact that it is so easy to use.“
Tony Kirkham, Head of the Arboretum,
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (GB)
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At home all over the world

Photograph: © AHA Abfallwirtschaft Hannover

Marseille, London, Hanover

“We started with a couple of Swingo 200+s, then gradually expanded to a whole fleet. Compared to
other machines, they spend very little time out of service, aside from regular maintenance. That is a
key factor for our long-term planning. We also have a good relationship with the manufacturer,
which allows us to feed in our experience and contribute development of future models. This
exchange is very important to us.“
Mathias Quast, Hanover Region Waste Management
Department, Hanover (Germany)
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Since 1998, all the compact street sweepers used by
Marseille’s local administration have been Schmidt 2 m3
sweepers. They use among others 30 Schmidt CityJet.

“As a spa town, it’s very important for us that the town looks clean and well
looked-after, which means that the sweeper is in daily use. Its predecessor
was also from Schmidt and after 20 years of loyal service, it can finally enjoy
its retirement. We are delighted to be continuing our relationship with
Schmidt.“

Even in the crazy traffic
of Bali, the Swingo
200+ remains a picture
of calm.

Rainer Fritz, Town Operations Centre, St. Blasien (Germany)
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